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Linda’s Lines

SEPT-OCT 2017

by Linda Doyle, CEO/Administrator

The leaves are turning color, music from the Ames High marching band fills the air and my youngest
granddaughter Sienna headed to Kindergarten on the bus - all sure signs that fall has arrived. I have
to admit this is my favorite time of the year. I love putting on a sweater for a brisk walk through
crunching leaves (I even like the smell of burning leaves) and then coming into the house filled with
the fragrant smells of our favorite comfort foods. As the days get shorter, be sure and take time to get
outside and enjoy the glory of the many gardens at Northcrest or stroll through the walkways where
nature comes in to you. I took my lunch to the Pergola last week and relished the warmth of the
breeze, the solitude, and listening to the gentle sounds of the water cascading over the rocks. How
lucky we are to have this delightful destination right here at Northcrest.
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The Northcrest Foundation’s Horizon Club sponsored a program entitled Enjoy Every Moment, presented by Stephanie Downs, Wellness Coordinator for Iowa State University. Stephanie’s passion
has always been working with and developing people. She believes in the value of each and every
person and the importance of well-being to the individual and the community. Her passion was evident as she helped us explore what it means to find purpose in our everyday and learn techniques to
be more mindful in every moment in life. It was great to see not only Northcrest residents but their
friends and people on the waiting list all participating. Stephanie was impressed.
The Northcrest Foundation awarded two scholarships to staff members
Haleigh Archuleta-Eller and Mikayla Kaldenberg to help them pursue their
goals of higher education in culinary arts and nursing. These scholarships
are made possible by the generosity of Karen and Karl Fox in recognition of
the outstanding care provided to their parents, Karl and Sylvia Fox in the
Health Care Center. The Fox family is passionate about the advantages of
higher education and established this scholarship fund to provide “wind under the wings” of Northcrest employees who might lack the resources to
consider making the leap to a higher level of skill and professional attainment. Haleigh and Mikayla will be recognized at the annual Horizon Club
dinner held in November. Watch
for information on how you can join your friends in the
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Thoughts on a Midsummer Afternoon

by John Stanford

It's a pleasant, late afternoon, about 80 degrees and pleasant humidity, a typical midsummer day in
Ames. Win, my wife, is watering flowers on the deck of our Northcrest unit. Sounds of cicadas fill the
trees outside our unit, a sure sign of midsummer.
Earlier on this Sunday afternoon we had decided to go for a bike ride. We rode
on the asphalt bike path that starts beside Ames High School, next to Northcrest.
We coasted down the hill into Squaw Creek Valley, past the aquatic center with
its colorful swimming facilities. Then we crossed 13th Street using the pedestrian
button, and followed the bike path as it winds south along Squaw Creek through
several miles of beautiful trees. Going over the wooden bridge we could see the
nearly dry creek bottom. We haven’t had much rain so far this summer. Farm
fields need rain, but one positive side effect is no mosquitoes so far!
We followed the bike path meandering along Squaw Creek until we neared the university football stadium, about three miles south of Northcrest. Here, as we often do, we turned back. This time we decided
to cycle along Fourth Street to downtown Ames. Win had an idea: Our destination was the Dairy
Queen! We enjoyed hot fudge sundaes sitting on the curb of the parking lot under shade trees.
Riding home, we followed our usual route through quiet neighborhood streets. I enjoy this route with its
quintessential midwestern houses. One, I noticed, was newly painted with bright window shutters. Its
picturesque two-story, wooden structure was so characteristically Midwestern that I
thought to myself, "It looks like a picture out of a storybook!"
By the time you read this, Ames will be humming again with the start of fall semester at
the University. But today it's a quiet midwestern town in midsummer. We've enjoyed
our pleasant, lazy Sunday afternoon bike ride. And the hot fudge sundaes!

Join Northcresters in visiting the………

OLD CREAMERY THEATRE AND THE AMANAS on a COACH BUS TOUR!

Sunday, October 29, 8:00 a.m. to around 6:45 p.m.
$86 includes:
 Full banquet lunch at Ox Yoke Inn
 Theatre ticket to Church Basement Ladies in Rise Up, O Men
 Coach transportation
 Free time for shopping OR a $6 tour of the colonies with a
guide and on/off stops

Deadline for this trip is October 8!
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Call Northcrest at 515-232-6760
to reserve your spot.
Limited seats are available!

My 2017 RAGBRAI Experience
While I have biked for several years, it was not until
last year that I decided to challenge myself to completing
the entire RAGBRAI route. The 2016 route across southern
Iowa from Glenwood to Fort Madison was particularly appealing to me, since Pauletti and I both have family roots in
southern Iowa and northern Missouri. I had such a grand
time on RAGBRAI last year that I made the commitment to
ride it again this year. This year’s route was across northern
Iowa from Orange City to Lansing, officially 411 miles. I rode
with a loosely knit team organized by the Iowa Conference
of the United Church of Christ. There were 12 riders plus
two van drivers on this year’s team, including our own Maggie Trytek, part of Northcrest’s housekeeping staff. While
initially I thought that Linda Doyle had assigned Maggie as a
chaperone to make sure I was actually on the ride, it was a
mere coincidence that she was a team member.
As a sociologist, there is no better way to enjoy and
appreciate the diversity of the state than peddling across the
state at 10 miles per hour. As an ISU faculty member with
an extension appointment for the past 36 years, I have visited every county and many of Iowa’s 952 towns; however,
sitting on a bicycle gives one a completely different perspective. In everyday life we generally zip from one community
to another on major thoroughfares at 65-70 miles per hour,
and as a result one misses many of the cultural and environmental details of the state. By design, RAGBRAI routes tend
to use secondary roads and it passes through small towns
and villages that have often been neglected or forgotten. At
10 miles per hour, you have time to observe the topography,
embrace the beauty of the landscape, and experience the
outdoors.
Equally important to my interest in rural communities
is the cultural diversity of the state. From the heavily settled
Dutch communities in northwest Iowa, to the GermanLutheran communities, to the Irish community of Lawler, to
the Czech community of Protivin, the cultural diversity in
Postville, to Decorah, the Norwegian capital of the state, this
year’s route provided a week-long cultural smorgasbord.
From food, music, cultural attractions and artifacts to various
forms of community pride, RAGBRAI provided a sensory
overload. Where else could one enjoy a home cooked breakfast by the local Methodist church women, a mid-morning
break with gooseberry pie from the local Amish, craft beer
from local brewers and brats made by
local butchers, and then be welcomed by
the hospitality of local churches and parishioners who opened up their homes to
tired bikers for a place to shower and
sleep? This represents the best of Iowa
hospitality.
For the first few days of riding
from Orange City to Charles City, the
route reinforced erroneous stereotypes
that Iowa is flat, but I also knew that as
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by Paul Lasley

we approached the “Driftless Area” of northeast Iowa that even
the best riders would be challenged. True to my predictions, I
heard many complaints about the
hills from Waukon to Lansing as
the route included traversing the
Yellow River Forest. Several bikers
ditched their bikes for a hiking opportunity.
Regardless of ethnic origins, communities along the route
demonstrated pride in their heritage and rolled out the welcome to
over 15,000 visitors. The spirit of
welcoming bikers from across the
nation and from several foreign
countries is simply overwhelming. Local volunteer groups,
service clubs, youth groups, churches, and local businesses
work for weeks, if not months, in preparing for the one-day
visit. While the enormity of providing food and drink for this
many visitors is staggering, what impresses me most is how
communities reach out to assist the bikers. The welcome we
received as we coasted into the towns was delightful as local
residents lined the streets with their lawn chairs, along with
children and baby carriages, to wave and shout words of
encouragement. Local sheriff offices, city police and volunteers blocked off the streets so that there were no vehicles
on the route.
RAGBRAI demonstrates what I’ve studied for years,
that rural communities have the ability to work together to
achieve great things. Even though we read a lot about the
challenges and misfortunes of communities left behind, each
community we passed through was proud to host the event,
to reach across the cultural divide and provide a welcoming
environment to complete strangers.
The magic of RAGBRAI is how 15,000 or so strangers
become a traveling community. If you pull off to rest or to
“inspect the corn crop”, you can be assured that someone
passing by is going to ask if you are OK. If you have a
breakdown or flat tire, there will be someone, if not several
people, to stop and offer assistance. Riders take seriously
the need to shout out and warn other riders of “rumble
strips”, or the need to proceed with caution. The sense of
community and comradery formed by riders is truly uplifting.
I believe we need more experiences such as
RAGBRAI that showcase the hospitality of Iowa communities
and the friendliness of Iowans. Likewise, I wish there was
some way to extend the magical experience of RAGBRAI of how strangers whose only commonality is riding bicycles
come together and show mutual respect, helpfulness and
comradery. If you want an eye-opening experience on the
wonderful sights and sounds of the state from the seat of a
bicycle, then consider joining me on RAGBRAI 2018.

Where’s the Bus Going?
Take advantage of some wonderful opportunities
to ride the Northcrest bus FOR FREE!
(This applies to Northcrest residents and those on our waiting list.)

Call Northcrest at 515-232-6760
to reserve your spot.
Limited seats are available!

ISU vs IOWA FOOTBALL GAME

September 9

8:30am:
10:15am:

To the Alumni Center for the Step Show /Cyclone Central
Tailgate Party - FREE
To the Game - Get dropped off and picked up right at
the stadium!

MARTIN MARIETTA MINE TOUR
September 29, Bus at 10:30am OR 1pm
(Must be able to walk up to a half mile if a bus breaks down.)
ISU vs TEXAS FOOTBALL GAME

September 28

6:15pm:

To the Game - Get dropped off and picked up right at the stadium!

Getting Acquainted

by Howard Johnson

Entering Northcrest’s Health Care Center by the concussion route, I experienced a new part (to me anyway) of my retirement residence.
That day I awoke with my wife Pat mopping up and two Northcrest Health Care aides scrubbing the cut.
A Northcrest friend drove us to Mary Greely Medical Center. After stitches, scans, and a new pacemaker, I
bedded down in the Health Care Center for a short stay. I knew I was at Northcrest, but I began to realize a whole new facet of it! My long-term tax deduction became a reality!
Let’s get acquainted with the Health Care Center. Someone keeps track of appointments and bills are paid
with the aid of our bank. (They do more than loan money!) Mail is delivered right to my door.
A host of talents operate the Health Care Center. Nurses consult and deliver multi-colored pills, therapists
come in to give physical therapy, aides with various backgrounds support and check up on us hourly.
They listen, get to know us, and provide an opportunity for me to mount my political podium.
Waiters and waitresses know us by name and our choice of desserts. Nurses
know our individual pill counts and serve them as appetizers. Aides give me a
bubbly bath with a minimum of embarrassment.
My one great concern about the future of the Health Care Center is the presence of powerful financial interests. Rumors will spread about the Health Care
Center Café. People like Warren Buffett, CEO of Berkshire Hathaway, the Wizard of Omaha, will become aware of the efficient operation of the Health Care
Center Café and buy it out! He might buy out Chef Rashell too! We should
quell all rumors. Quietly hold on to the Health Care Center Café!
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Writing your Life

by Lorene Hoover

“Perhaps my life and that of my dear husband 

has meant little or nothing to anyone except us and
our immediate family.” So began my grandmother’s
fifty page memoir. In 1950 she would never have
imagined that her great granddaughter would be so
intrigued by her life story that she would turn it into a
novel, THE QUICKENING. Grandma, who left school
at age 12 to help her mother tend to their large family, would have been astounded—but perhaps not
impressed—that a reviewer from The New York
Times would praise her writing.
Like my grandmother, we are often reluctant
to tell our stories. After all, we are ordinary people
leading ordinary lives—no one
would be interested. Fortunately, our readers or listeners are
usually ordinary people who
can relate to our lives and each
one of them has a story. Pat
Conroy, the author, has said,
“Most powerful words in
English—‘Tell me a story.’”
Life stories or a revealing biographical incident can be written in many forms: memoirs, poems,
essays, short stories, or novels. Stories make us
real.
Quotes from writing classes and/ or writers’
magazines give guidance to the importance of
“story.”


JOHN LEHMAN, teacher: “We don’t remember
whole situations, so we piece together stories.”



GOTTSCHALL – The Writer: “…humans have a
knack for weeding out inconsistencies and putting
in facts to enhance our self-made narratives. … A
life story is a carefully shaped narrative that is
replete with strategic forgetting and skillfully spun
meanings.”



LEDDY – The Writer: “Stories allow us to share
experiences of the way the world works from the
safe distance of second hand narrative… Until
the day we die, we are living the story of our lives.
And like a novel in process, our stories are always changing and evolving, being edited, rewritten and embellished.
BETTY AUCHARD began writing after she lost
her husband to cancer after 49 years of marriage.
RHYTHMS OF WIDOWHOOD came from her
urge to get those feelings down before they were
forgotten.
EUDORA WELTY suggests
we write scenes with a strong
sense of place. “Place gives life
and reality to a story… Every story
would be another story and unrecognizable if one took up its
characters and plot and happened
somewhere else…Place is the
crossroads of circumstance, the
proving ground of ‘What
happened? Who’s there? Who’s coming’”?




TED KOOSER advises in The Writer: "Scenery is
something you have merely looked at. A place is
something you have experienced, shows the
reader that you know that place. It is real. Choose
details important only to the character or the
story…Let readers flesh out the picture themselves.”

What is your story?
 MEMORY TRIGGERS: a photograph, school, my
first car, baseball glove, when Dad found out...
 MOMENTS: Last to be chosen...At the bus station...There I stood, alone... He/she wasn’t there
anymore….
Tell us your story. Happy writing!
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Know your Staff
Pierre Jones
Earlier this summer,
when lawn and garden work began to
intensify, we noticed
that there was a “new
guy” riding the golf
cart around campus.
Often he was teamed
up with Knut’s daughter, Kylie, whom we had learned to know and enjoy.
We soon observed that they were becoming a
dynamic duo: planting shrubs here, watering gardens there, trimming excess tree limbs, doing serious weeding everywhere…..all the work that keeps
us looking good in the growing season.
Turns out, the new guy is Pierre Jones: warm,
friendly and seemingly unflappable. He relates that
he became an Iowan when, at ten years of age, he
moved with his family to the Slater area. He attended the Ballard schools until his graduation from
high school. His father, who has Louisiana roots
and lives there again now, had a business in construction and landscaping. So for Pierre there must
be a natural bent towards growing things and a love

of being outdoors. He describes an active athletic
career in high school: football, track, wrestling, discus and shotput. These days he does power lifting
“to get back in shape,” and it appears to be working. In a physical dispute, I would definitely want to
be on Pierre’s side!
Pierre lives in Slater now with his long- time girlfriend, McKinsey, who graduated from AIB in Des
Moines and works for the Principal group, and their
rescue dachshund, Ziggy. When asked what he
does when not working at Northcrest, he smiles
broadly and says, “Whatever she tells me.” Probably referring to McKinsey, not Ziggy. They are
vegetable gardeners and Pierre takes pride in his
good Roma tomatoes. He says he barely watches
any TV, enjoys time outdoors, boating at Saylorville
Lake when he can and most of all, “time with
people.”
Pierre comments that he “likes to keep people happy” and says, on a serious note, “It’s hard not to
show kindness, with the world the way it is.”
A gentle giant, Pierre. Welcome to Northcrest!
by Mim Patterson

Katie Kosovich, dietary aide, is new to Northcrest this past month.
She’s a native Minnesotan, born in Madelia not far from the Iowa border.
Her major in psychology as a graduate of the University of Minnesota
should serve her well.
She loves opera and is currently singing soprano in preparation for the
“25th Annual Putnam County Spelling Bee” musical production this September in Story City. She will radiate from the stage just as she does on
the job.
Like most of us, she is not fond of washing dishes but loves Northcrest, its residents and the people she
works with. She likes Main Street and the Ames community atmosphere. She and a friend live with Doris
the cat, and Lupe’ the Chihuahua. Minnesota’s loss is Iowa’s gain--and more specifically, Northcrest’s!
by Phyllis Harris

KONA ICE CELEBRATION FOR WINNING BEST SENIOR LIVING
COMMUNITY OF STORY COUNTY 2017
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New Webpage Design
Check out our newly designed web page!
What’s new on www.northcrestcommunity.org?
 Easy to navigate format
 Memorials
 Online giving to the Northcrest Foundation
 New pictures
 Much more

Distance Learning with MOOC

by Phyllis Harris

Last May, a friend emailed that the famed Iowa
Writing Program was beginning its free online class in
writing. “Online” is a turnoff for me, but the University of
Iowa is not. In the brief questionnaire I stated that I was
curious to see how such a large enterprise is managed.
“We’re glad you’re here!” they welcomed for
“Identities and Social Issues in Fiction and Nonfiction.”
Fiction and nonfiction lumped together? Obviously, new
ways of looking at writing. I didn’t think I had any identity
or social issues, or did I?
Each of the four weeks, videos of three or four
outstanding writers (often young and diverse) each present 15-25 minute sessions highlighting an aspect of writing (closed captions included). Next, two sample
readings are suggested, though more are available. Discussion groups follow. Not being a fan of online reading, I go directly to the assignment. I choose one of two types of writing. Word count is suggested but not
mandatory. Nothing is mandatory. One could settle for monitoring, if preferred.
Let the writing begin! Normally, I let mine cool overnight and always make changes the next day,
though I had already revised plenty on the spot. But somehow, haste and expectation propel me on, though I
may regret submitting instantaneously. But too late—there I am in the “gallery,” three across with rows to
scroll down. We are encouraged to add comments. The number of comments is registered in the space in
the gallery with the title and author’s name. Fourteen had stopped to read my piece and comment. Mind
boggling!
It is a privileged experience to read the writing of another. Amiable strangers from around the world,
united by a shared interest appear with names I may not know how to pronounce. But they are proficient in
English and possibly from higher education in the UK or America. Yet because of the Iowa Writing Program,
we are reaping praise, questions, and criticism from continents away. A world wide stunt on a stifling summer day at home in Iowa.
By the time this appears, the second session, “Identities and Social Issues in Poetry and Playwriting”
will be concluding. By the way, one may gain certification for participation and a fee. For me this summer,
MOOC is like Magic On Our (already marvelous) Campus.

MORE KONA ICE!
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Northcrest State Fair Fun

It’s Just a Nuisance!

by Betty Wright

Edited from the Ames Tribune (8/6/17):
On August 12, the Parkinson’s support group held a
Parkinson’s therapy concert at the First Baptist Church in Ames.
ISU Assistant Professor of Kinesiology, Elizabeth
Stegemoller, leads our group in music therapy as a way to improve things such as speech, swallowing, and respiratory control.
The therapy also should help things where medication
doesn’t really have an effect.
If you’ve been diagnosed with Parkinson’s, come join us
every Tuesday at the First Baptist Church in Ames from 4pm-5pm.
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The Sycamores

by Dale Christensen

Sycamores have been around for millions of years, surviving the events which caused the dinosaurs to
become extinct. Plantanus occidentals, our American sycamores also known as the American planetree,
at one time grew in Greenland and Arctic America. It generally favors wetlands and stream banks, and
can be found in many places in North America. On our campus, three are seen at the entrance to
Northcrest Circle.
In 1792, a document which established the New York Stock Exchange was signed under a sycamore tree
and was referred to as the “Buttonwood Agreement,” ‘buttonwood’ being another name for sycamore.
The sycamore is said to be the largest non-nut bearing deciduous tree, with very large leaves, growing as
tall as 168 feet with diameters up to 16 feet, and living as long as 600 years! It has male and female flowers on separate twigs of the same tree, which is referred to as ‘monacious reproduction’, just as our
ubiquitous corn plants.
Sycamores regularly shed debris for two reasons. Its bark does not stretch
by splitting and filling into bark patterns like most trees, but instead ruptures when being stretched by branch growth, falling off in large pieces.
The other reason is that it is susceptible to an endemic fungus which slows
growth by killing some leaves and smaller branches, which later break off
and contribute to the debris. Because of this, many nurseries sell the
hybrid relative, the London Planetree (P. x hispanica or P. occidentalis x
P. orientalis) , which is resistant to the fungus.
A most elegant sycamore specimen may be seen at the corner of University and Lincoln Way here in Ames, having grown many, many decades,
nurtured by the Squaw Creek wetland for our edification!

Ames Walk to End Alzheimer’s
Saturday, October 7, 2017
Ames Middle School
8:00 am Registration begins
9:30 am Opening Ceremonies begin
10:00 am Walk begins
Northcrest is a major sponsor of the Ames Walk to End Alzheimer’s, a fundraising event to help end
Alzheimer’s Disease. Each year staff members, residents, family and friends make up Team Heartwood to
show our support for our Heartwood House residents and their families. It’s also an opportunity to honor
our own family members who have been affected by the disease. The Northcrest family has a tradition of
turning out for this meaningful event.

Stop by and visit our booth, buy a raffle ticket, make a donation...
If you’d like more information on how to join TEAM HEARTWOOD, contact Jessica at
jkvach@northcrestcommunity.org
Join us in making a difference!
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Climbing Trees Part I

by Pat Johnson (edited by Howard Johnson)
Written for Inkspots, May 2008

At four years old I climbed a tree for the first time, an apple
tree in Grandmother’s garden. The tree beckoned me as I looked out
the dining room window. Its branches, low, almost parallel with the
ground, would be a pleasant place to sit. Somehow I managed to
leave the house, go through the gate unnoticed and pull myself up
onto the lowest branch. Mother and Grandmother had picked apples
near this branch; more waited higher in the tree. I climbed to another
branch. Each apple as I climbed higher seemed sweeter than the one
just eaten. Apple cores slipped to the ground as I climbed. When
Mother discovered me in the tree, I don’t know which was her greater
concern; evidence of the number of green apples I had eaten or that I
was almost at the top of the tree.
Once we returned to Ames there were not many trees available which could be easily climbed. Our apartment was in a two-story
red brick building on 5th Street near Adams Funeral Home. During
that summer I had a playmate, Jimmy, who was a year or two younger
than I. Our playground was a vacant lot behind our building. At one
time a home had been there; Jimmy and I decided it burned, leaving
only basement walls, some intact; others caved into the former basement area. Jimmy liked to “hunt” down there, usually finding an assortment of treasures—rocks, bricks with names on them, partially
destroyed household items. Weeds had grown on the soil washed in;
I was certain snakes lived there. Jimmy always hoped there were.
Several trees, mostly poplar, grew randomly on the lot. One
taller tree whose trunk grew thicker had strong lower branches.
I speculated they probably would hold my weight—worth trying. I
climbed the tree, arms wrapped tightly about that trunk, methodically
placing my feet at the junction of branch and trunk. When the branch
supported my weight, I moved higher, my confidence growing with
each step, the unknown thrilling to test. Many afternoons were spent
in that vacant lot. It was cool there during summer afternoons and fun

to have a playmate.
Not long before moving from that apartment I realized that as
I climbed higher, my view of surrounding areas was expanded. I began stepping on thinner branches. Though giving a little under my
weight, I could anchor each foot as I pulled myself up to the next
branch. I could see across Duff Avenue into the park. As I turned to
look at the landscape behind me, I loosened my grip on the tree’s
trunk; the branch buckled. Suddenly something scraped against my
arms and legs; there was a dreamlike sensation of falling as I slithered
down through the branches, then pain as I slammed on the earth! I
tried to catch my breath, I could barely breath. Still dazed, I realized I
had fallen, landing flat on my back on the ground. I heard Jimmy call
my name, then heard him running away. I struggled, trying with all my
might to get up; I was not able to stand erect. Jimmy finally returned
with his mother. She talked with me, concerned about the extent of
my injuries, relieved I was able to stand even though bent over. I told
her I just wanted to go to Mother who worked at the doctor’s office. It
would be a long four block walk; she reluctantly let me go. As I
walked I kept trying to stand upright, but it hurt. After what seemed an
eternity I reached the office, still slightly bent over.
“Patty, what have you done to yourself? What happened?”
“I fell,” was all I could muster.
As soon as the doctor’s patient left, he took me into his
examining room. His verdict: a bruised kidney and several scratches.
Nothing required a bandage however; that was disappointing. Being
told I would probably wet the bed for a few nights was disconcerting,
but he assured me it would not be permanent. He drove Mother and
me back to our apartment where Mother tucked me into bed. Whatever the doctor had given me eased the pain; I slept.
Never again did I climb a poplar tree.
(To be continued in the Nov-Dec, 2017 Northcrester)

Bottomland Readings
Michelle Hoover, daughter of Lorene Hoover, has been honored to have her second
novel, BOTTOMLAND, selected as the book All Iowa Reads in 2017. Currently the
“Writer in Residence” at Brandeis University, Michelle will return to Iowa in October
to give several readings, including one on October 16 at the Ames Public Library and
another at Ames High School. Exact times are yet to be announced.

of murder in it.”

BOTTOMLAND was inspired by the real life story of the author’s grandmother whom
she never knew. The novel depicts the lingering hostilities of World War I as it
follows the Hess family who had come from Germany to settle and work fertile Iowa
land. Suddenly, they are regarded with suspicion and fear. Then their two youngest
daughters disappear in the middle of the night. “It is a strange thing to be the family of the missing. Deaths are commonplace. But a disappearance—it has the scent

My family and I wish to express our appreciation for the support and interest Northcresters have given to Michelle’s
earlier readings. We hope many of you will attend a second reading, perhaps with new insights and questions to
share with the author.
Lorene Hoover
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First Lines

(from donations to the library)

by Phyllis Harris

“The jewels in this life are the events we do not plan; at least that is always how it has been for
me.”
The Daily Coyote, Shreve Stockton

“The rain began punctually at five o’clock, though few were awake to hear it.”
Shepherds Abiding, Jan Karon
“Daniel and Hampton were paired by chance and against their wishes.”
A Ship Made of Paper, Scott Spencer
“Tommy Guptil had once owned a dairy farm, which he’d inherited from his father, and which was
about two miles from the town of Amgash, Illinois.” Anything Is Possible, Elizabeth Strout
“Coincidence alone could never explain it: that much seemed obvious to
Americans of 1826, just as it does to citizens of today.”
The American Miracle, Michael Medved
“Joseph lay on his face in the ice-filled mud.”

Angels in the Gloom, Ann Perry

“The day dawned brilliantly sunny, reflecting the bright light on the crisp snow that
had fallen the day before in Squaw Valley.” Country, Danielle Steel
“The stone walls stood as they had for more than two centuries, simple, sturdy and strong.”
The Next Always, Nora Roberts
“On Tuesday afternoon, August 14, 1945, Americans could practically taste the
victory over the Japanese Empire.”
The Kissing Sailor, Lawrence Verria & Geroge Goldorisi
“In the seasons of life, I have had more than my share of summers.””

A Lucky Life Interrupted, Tom Brokaw

Late Summer Musings

by Mim Patterson (written Sept. 30, 2015)

Last night’s sleep was slow to come, somehow,
And fretful when it did.
Today I sit, bemused, on faithful Adirondack chair atop the weathered deck outside my home.
The sky: a perfect blue.
The sun: warm on my head.
Hummingbirds come to drink and, now and then, a playful breeze…
barely hinting at the season’s end.
It wants to reassure, I think, because I seem to hear it say
“Yes, autumn’s coming in its time, but the time is not today.”
Oh blessed communicative breeze! I hear you, and the sun, and
sky….
And, trusting, close my eyes.
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The Northcrest Foundation assists Northcrest, Inc. by encouraging
charitable giving from individuals and organizations.
The Horizon Club was launched in 1981 at the same time the Permanent Endowment Fund was established. The Horizon Club was the informal social affiliate of the
Permanent Endowment Fund, uniting and honoring those who gave "seed money" to
help make the Northcrest Community a reality, and the individuals who have
contributed substantially since then.
Today, it continues to attract members who are passionate about the
mission of Northcrest and want to join with others who recognize the
importance of the Northcrest concept.
With the creation of the Northcrest Foundation in 2000, there are now 5 funds in addition to the Permanent
Endowment Fund. These funds provide greater opportunities for gifting, depending on each individual's interest.
For more information, go to www.northcrestcommunity.org, and click on the Foundation tab.
The goal of preserving Northcrest’s legacy as the premier Retirement Community in Central Iowa is of the
utmost importance. Watch for information on how you can join your friends in the Horizon Club and support the
mission of Northcrest.

Northcrest Community
“Uniquely Yours, Uniquely Home.”
1801 20th Street
Ames, Iowa 50010
www.northcrestcommunity.org
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Phyllis Harris, Norma Hensley, Lorene
Hoover, Mim Patterson, John Stanford,
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